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Recommended Singles:
8. Standing in a Circle Contada
3. Oceans in Motion

7. Sparks
9. Turn My Engine Down

BULLITT
SPARKS
Tracklist:
1. The Mighty Ones
2. Game Over
3. Oceans in Motion
4. Friendship Never Ends
5. Sister
6. On the Edge
7. Sparks
8. Standing in a Circle
9. Turn My Engine Down
10. Accident Time
11. I Don't Care
12. Slow Fall

Selling Points:
- Recorded and produced by Santi García at the
Studio Ultramarinos Cosat Brava and mastered
by Victor García.
- Fourth studio album by the band from Sant
Feliu de Guixols

What better way to celebrate a tenth anniversary with your band than to take a trip
through all those years you’ve been through together? But of course, you can’t do
it with just any boring compilation. No, nothing like that. The ideal thing is to
release an album, a new one. With twelve new shots. New energy. And what’s
more, an album that clearly shows what the band is today. With all the maturity
achieved on the way, yes, but also recovering the energy and high voltage of their
beginnings. Well that is what Bullitt has done with Sparks. They’ve stood in front
of a mirror to see who they really are and where they really come from. Whiplashes
and wantonness takes over each minute, but your also find more relaxed
moments that allow you to breath for a few seconds and realize where we are.
Their music, recorded as usual at the Studio Ultramarinos Costa Brava in Sant
Feliu de Guixols with Santi and Víctor García, has that easiness, so difficult to
achieve, that cheers up the listeners day. “Standing in a Circle”, the albums first
single, shows all the band’s faces. Nineties Rock & Roll, but set on any transparent genre that believes in round compositions. There is pop, punk, rhythm and
anger, and what’s more important, there’s honesty. That same honesty is what
you’ll find in “Game Over” or “Sparks” (songs that todays Dave Grohl would die
for), in “Sister” (pure melodic hardcore from their early years) or “On The Edge”
(moment that fits in tenderness and thought).

- The band celebrates their tenth anniversary
with this album release.
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Some say there’s a certain resemblance between he who signs these words and
Xavi Calvet (guitar and vocals). That I could be his double, say some of the most
daring…and, however, we have nothing to do with each other. Or maybe we do.
Because even though Xavi grew up in Costa Brava, in his own personal
Washington, and server grew up in the central plain of the Manchego outskirts,
there is a universal link that joins people no matter how many kilometres are
between them. This connection has to do with our taste for light, for a good
melody, with knowing how to smile with songs that don’t forget to include a subtle melancholic flavour and most of all, with songs that try to make your day to
day a lot better. All of this extends and completes itself with Carlus (guitar and
backing vocals), Ferran (bass and backing vocals) and Enric (drums), the rest of
the band members and essential ingredients in this cocktail full of friendship that
has just completed a fourth LP together. Just as “Friendship Never Ends” says,
the friendship between these four will never end, and those that wish to find the
reason of why Bullitt still shine today, the same or even more as the first day, will
have to embrace this premise. Happy X anniversary and long live Bullitt.
Amalio Varela
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